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1. Introduction 
In this article, we shall consider solutions to Schródinger's equation on the standard flat torus 
Td:=Rd/(2jrZd), 
idtu(t,x) + -Axu(t,x) = 0, ( M ) e B x i r . (1) 
We are interested in understanding the propagation of high-frequency effects associated to solu-
tions to (1). More precisely, given a sequence (w/¡) of initial data which oscillates at frequencies 
of the order ofl/h (see condition (5) below) we would like to describe in a quantitative manner 
the propagation of fhese oscillation effects under the action of the Schródinger group e!íA*/2. 
Some understanding in this direction can be obtained by analysing the structure of weak * limits 
of sequences of measures of the form: 
\eitA*/2uh(x)\2dx, (2) 
where (w/¡) is a bounded sequence in L2(Td) and dx denotes the Lebesgue measure on Td. 
These limiting measures give information about the regions on which the energy of (e!íAx/2w/¡) 
concentrates; a natural question in this context is to understand their dependence on í; and in 
particular, their dependence on the initial data (w/¡). However, it is usually difflcult to deal di-
rectly with (2). This is due to the presence of the modulus in (2) which prevents us from keeping 
track of the characteristic directions of oscillation of the functions w/¡. It is preferable instead 
to consider their Wigner distributions, which are phase-space densities that take into account si-
multaneously concentration on physical and Fourier space, and which project onto (2). The main 
issue addressed in this article is to study the propagation laws obeyed by Wigner distributions of 
solutions to the Schródinger equation (1). As a consequence of our results, we shall prove that for 
á = 2a limit of a sequence of densities (2) (corresponding to sequence (w/¡) satisfying a standard 
oscillation condition) is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. At the end 
of this introduction we discuss the connections of this result with Strichartz estimates. 
Let irk(x) := (27t)~d/2e'k'x, k e Zd, denote the vectors of the standard orthonormal basis of 
L2(Td). The Wigner distribution of a function u = ^2ke^d'u(k)irk in L2(Td) is deflned for h > 0 
as: 
w*(x,&:= J2 u{k)u\r)fk{x)Wjix)&H_(k+j){í;), (3) 
kJeZd 
where Sp stands for the Dirac delta centered at the point p. The distribution w\ is in fact a 
measure on T*Td =Td x K ¿ ; one easily checks that: 
í whu(x,d^ = \u(x)\2, í' whu{dx^)= £ | « W | 2 5 A * ( £ ) . 
g>d jd keZd 
Therefore, w\ may be viewed as a microlocal lift of the density |w(x)|2 to phase space T*Td: 
it allows to describe simultaneously the distribution of energy of u on physical and Fourier space. 
The distributions w\ are not positive, although their limits as h ->- 0 + are indeed flnite positive 
Radon measures.2 Let us note that the deflnition of the Wigner distribution in a general compact 
Riemannian manifold usually depends on various choices (coordínate charts, partitions of unity) 
that however have no effect on their asymptotic behavior as h -> 0+ (see, for instance, [13,17], 
and the references therein). Our formula (3) corresponds to identifying elements in L2(Td) to 
those functions in L20C(Rrf) that are 2;rZrf-periodic and then consider their canonical Euclidean 
Wigner distributions. One easily checks that this deflnition is consistent with the generally ac-
cepted one. The reader can refer to the book [10] for a comprehensive discussion on Wigner 
distributions. 
We shall assume in the following that (uh) is bounded in L2(Td) and write 
w* (í, •) := whilA „ . 
Then, after possibly extracting a subsequence, the associated Wigner distributions at t = 0 con-
verge (see, for instance, [11-13,16]): 
w^h(0,-)^noeM+(T*Ti), as h -> 0+ in V'(T*Td). (4) 
The measure /¿o is usually called the semiclassical or Wigner measure of (w/¡). In addition, one 
can recover the asymptotic behavior of |w/¡ |2 from /¿o- More precisely: 
\uh\2dx^ I fio(-,d^), vaguely as h -> 0+ , 
provided the densities |w/¡ \2 converge and the sequence (w/¡) verifles the h-oscillationproperty3: 
limsup ^2 | «A (^) | - • 0, as R -> oo. (5) 
h
^
0+
 \k\>R/h 
Wigner distributions w%h(t, •) associated to solutions to the Schrodinger equation are com-
pletely determined by those of their initial data w\h (0, •) as they solve the classical Liouville 
equation: 
3 í < ( í , x , f ) + | . V x < ( í , x , f ) = 0. (6) 
As a consequence of this, it is possible to show that the rescaled Wigner distributions w\h (ht, •) 
converge (after possibly extracting a subsequence) locally uniformly in í to the measure 
(4>-t)*fM), where (</>;)* denotes the push-forward operator on measures induced by the geodesic 
flow <t>t(x, f) := (x + íf, f) on T*Td. This result, sometimes known as the classical limit, holds 
in a much more general setting, see, for instance, [12,14,16]. 
Eq. (6) provides interesting consequences when (w„) is a sequence of (normalised) eigenfunc-
tions -Ax.Supposefhat -Axun =Xnun and that lim„^coX„ = oo. Since w\ isquadraticin w„, 
From now on, we denote the set of such measures 
This condition expresses that no positive fraction of the energy of the sequence (u/¡) concentrates at frequencies 
asymptotically larger than l/h. 
wehave w* (í, •) = w* (O, •), for every í s t . Setting h := l/s/K (so that (w„) is /z-oscillating) 
Eq. (6) implies that any semiclassical measure /¿o of this sequence is invariant by the geodesic 
flow, Le. (<t>s)*i¿o = /"-o- Moreover, one can show that /¿o is a probability measure concentrated 
on the unit cosphere bundle S*Td; in this context, semiclassical measures are usually called 
quantum limits. The problem of classifying all possible quantum limits in Td is very hard. Their 
structure has been clarifled by Jakobson [15] for d = 2. For arbitrary d > 1, Bourgain has proved 
(see again [15]) that the projection of a quantum limit onto Td (which is an accumulation point of 
the measures (|w„|2)) is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. In particular, 
the sequence (w„) cannot concéntrate on sets of dimensión lower than d. The article [15] also 
provides partial results when d > 3 (see also [2]). 
When (w„) is not formed by eigenfunctions, it is not anymore clear that w* (í, •) converges 
pointwise in í. However, we have the following result, proved in [17] for a general compact 
manifold: 
Existence of limits. Given a bounded /z-oscillating sequence (w/¡) in L2(Td), fhere exists a 
subsequence such that, for every a e C£°(T*Td) and every <p e ^(R), 
lim / <p(t)a(x,!;)w%t(t, dx,d^)dt = / <p(t)a(x, ^)fi(t,dx, d%)dt, (7) 
RxT*Td E x r * T J 
where the limit ¡i, is in L°°(K; M+(T*Td)).4 Moreover, 
lim / (p(t)m(x)\e'tA3:/2uh'(x)\2 dxdt = / <p(t)m(x)/j.(t,dx,d!;)dt, (8) 
K Jd K
 T*fd 
for every <p e LX(K) and m e C(Td). 
In addition, as one can check by taking limits in Eq. (6), the invariance property satisfled 
by semiclassical measures corresponding to sequences of eigenfunctions also holds in this more 
general setting. 
Invariance. For a.e. t e R, the measure /x(í, •) is invariant by the geodesic flow on T*Td: 
((ps)*IJ.(t,-) = iJ.(t,-), for every s e l (9) 
See also [17] for a proof in a more general context. In that reference, a characterization of the 
propagation law for these measures in the class of compact manifolds with periodic geodesic 
flow (the so-called Zoll manifolds) was given. In fact, a formula relating \x and /x0 exists: \x{t, •) 
equals the average of /x0 along the geodesic flow for a.e. ( e l (which is well-deflned due to the 
periodicity of the geodesic flow); note, in particular, that \x is constant in time. This flts our setting 
when d = 1; but when d > 2, the dynamics of the geodesic flow in the torus are more complex 
than those in Zoll manifolds. In both cases, the geodesic flow is completely integrable. However, 
the torus possesses geodesics of arbitrary large minimal periods, as well as non-periodic, dense, 
geodesics. 
Note that, in contrast with the semiclassical limit, it is not true that (w¡¡ (í, •)) (or any subsequence) converges to 
/¿(f, •)> even almost everywhere. 
It will turn out that this added complexity will have an effect on our problem. However, there 
is still a class of sequences of initial data for which the measures p and po are related by an 
averaging process. More precisely, p is obtained by averaging po when the initial data do not 
see the set of resonant frequencies: 
Í2 :={f e l ¿ : k •% = 0 for some k e 1d \ {0}}. 
Proposition 1 (Non-resonant case). (See [17, Proposition 10].) Suppose p and po are given 
respectively by (7) and (4) for some sequence (w¿) bounded in L2(Td) and verifying (5). If 
po(Td x ü) = 0 thenjor a.e. t e R, 
Note that in this case, any limit (8) of the densities |e!íAx/2w/¡(x)|2 is a constant function in í 
andx.5 
The role ofresonances. Therefore, all the difflculties in analysing the structure of p rely on un-
derstanding its behavior when po actually sees the set of resonant frequencies Í2. Given fo e Í2, 
in [17], Proposition 11, sequences of initial data (w/¡) and (vn) are constructed such that both 
have |p(x)|2 dx S^0(f) as a semiclassical measure. However, when p e L2(Td) is invariant in the 
fo-direction, the corresponding limits (7) of the evolved Wigner distributions are, respectively, 
\e"A^2p(.x)\2dxS^) and -±-¿ í\p(y)\2dyS^). 
(¿TT)a J 
Two conclusions can be extracted from this fact: (i) The measures p(t, •) may have a non-trivial 
dependence on t, which is not directly related to the dynamics of the geodesic flow and, most 
importantly, (ii) the measure po corresponding to the initial data no longer determines uniquely 
the measures p(t, •) corresponding to the evolution. 
The structure of p is therefore much more complex when p0 sees the set of resonant frequen-
cies; before stating our main result, let us introduce some notation. 
We define set W of simple resonant directions in Rd as follows. Consider the subset Q\ c ü 
consisting of simple resonances (that is, Q\ is formed by the f e ü such that A.f e Zd for some 
real X ^ 0). Consider the equivalence relation ~ on ü\ \ {0} deflned by x ~ y if and only if 
x, y e ü\ \ {0} lie on a line through the origin. Define W as the set of equivalence classes 
of ~ . In other words, W is the subset of the real projective space KPrf_1 obtained by projecting 
Í2i \ {0} c Rd using the canonical covering projection. 
For each co e W define, 
Ya> •= {tvw: t e R}/2jtZd c Td, where vm e co. 
Note also that for d = 1, the condition /¿o(T x Q) = 0 reduces to /¿o({£ = 0}) = 0. This has to be interpreted 
as the requirement that no positive fraction of the energy of the sequence of initial data concentrates at frequencies 
asymptotically smallerthan 1/h. 
This is the (closed) geodesic of Td issued from the point 0 in the direction vm. There is a bijection 
between W and the set of closed geodesics in Td that pass fhrough 0. In what follows, L1{ym) 
will denote the space of (equivalence classes of) square integrable functions on ym wifh respect 
to arc-length measure. 
Given CÚ e W, we shall denote by lm c Rd the hyperplane through the origin orthogonal to co. 
The structure of the measures /x(í, •) is given by the next result (in Theorem 9 in Section 3, we 
precise the nature of the propagation law for /x(í, •)). 
Theorem 2. Let (w¿) be a bounded, h-oscillating sequence in L2(Td) with semiclassical mea-
sure f¿o. Suppose that (7) holdsfor some measure /¿. Then, for a.e. t e R, 
Kt,x,H)= !>«(*> £) + ¿ ¿ í l^(dy,i;), (10) 
where p'm, for í e l and « e W , is a signed measure concentrated on Td x Im whose projection 
on theflrst component is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. 
Moreover, the measure p'm follows a propagation law relatedto the Schrodingerflow on L2{ym), 
and can be computed solely in terms ofp^, which is in turn completely determined by the initial 
data (uh). 
Note that the sum X^ew PÍ>is concentrated on Td x ü, and, as we shall prove in Theorem 9, 
pij is related to the trace of a density matrix in L2{ym) evolving according to the Schrodinger 
equation on ym. The measure p° will be obtained as the limit of a new object, the resonant 
Wigner distribution of the initial data w/¡, which describes the concentration of energy of the 
sequence (w/¡) over Td x Í2 at scales of order one. We introduce its deflnition, along with a 
description of the properties that are relevant to our analysis in the next section. Let us just 
mention that the resonant Wigner distribution may be viewed as a two-microlocal object, in 
the spirit of the 2-microlocal semiclassical measures introduced by Fermanian-Kammerer [7,8], 
Gérard and Fermanian-Kammerer [9], Miller [18], and Nier [19]. 
In particular, p^ might vanish even if /x0(Trf x Im) > 0. The condition for p^ to be zero is the 
following (see Proposition 12 in Section 4). 
Suppose that plm are given by formula (10). If (uh) satisfies: 
lim Y^ |wft(£)| = 0 , for every JV > 0, 
n
^
ü
 \k-Víú\<N 
where vm e co is a unit vector, then plm = Ofor every í s t . 
Using this characterization, we are able to describe the propagation of wave-packet type Solu-
tions, see Proposition 13 in Section 4. We also give there an example of sequence (w/¡) for which 
some of the p'm are non-zero. 
As a consequence of formula (10) we prove in Section 3 the following result for the position 
densities (2). 
Corollary 3. Let d = 2 and (uh) be a bounded, h-oscillating sequence in L2(T2) with a semi-
classical measure f¿o. Iff¿o({t; =0}) = 0then, up to some subsequence, for every <p e LX(K) and 
m e C(T2), 
lim / (p(t')m(x')\e"A3:^2uhr(x')\ dxdt = I <p(t)m(x)v(t, dx)dt, 
K T2 K T2 
and the measure v e L°°(K; M+(T2)) is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure in T2. 
This result is somehow related to the analysis of dispersión (Strichartz) estimates for the 
Schródinger equation. For instance, when d = 1 we have the following inequality due to Zyg-
mund [20]: 
\\e' 
; í A / 2 , , II ^ n\\,.\\ n 1\ 
MIIL4(TÍXTX) ^CHMIIL2(T)> U I ; 
for some constant C > 0 (note that g! íA/2 is 27rZ-periodic in t). This estímate implies that for 
d =\ any limit of averages in time of the densities (2) is absolutely continuous with respect 
to Lebesgue measure (and is in fact an L2(T)-function). However, as shown by Bourgain [1], 
estímate (11) fails when d = 2; alfhough a versión of (11) with a loss of derivatives does hold.6 
Therefore, the result given in Corollary 3 supports in some sense the possibility that an inequality 
such as (11) holds on Tt x T2 in some L^-space with 2 < p < 4. 
The present analysis can be extended to more general tori and Schródinger-type equations 
arising as the quantization of completely integrable Hamiltonian systems. These issues will be 
addressed elsewhere. 
2. The resonant Wigner distribution 
2.1. Preliminaries and deflnition 
Let (BgWbea simple resonant direction; as before, denote by Im c Rd the linear hyperplane 
orthogonal to co. Then there exists a unique pm e co n Zrf such that: 
(i) the (non-zero) components of pm are coprime; 
(ii) the flrst non-zero component of pm is positive. 
Clearly, co n 7Ld = {npm: n e Z}; therefore, the component in the direction pm of any k eZd 
is of the form 
n Pa> 
vm, where n = k • pm e Z and vm := . 
\Pa>\ \Pw\ 
Moreover, since Bezout's theorem ensures the existence of c e 7Ld satisfying pm • c = 1, we have 
that for any given n e Z there exists at least one k e Zrf such that k • pm = n. In other words, the 
set of orthogonal projections onto co of points in Zd consists of the vectors n/\pm\vm for neZ. 
Note that, in particular, the sets 
References [1,3] describes also positive results. In [4-6] Strichartz estimates in general compact manifolds are estab-
lished, together with a detailed analysis of the loss of derivatives phenomenon in specific geometries. 
n r e 4,: -—-vw + r e Z" \ c 4>, 
\Pco\ 
are non-empty. 
It is not difficult to see that coj¡; n co^ ^ 0 if and only if m = n (mod I/?»!2), in which case 
(Ú^ = «m- This implies that the set co1- := IJnsz^i" consisting of the orthogonal projections on 
Ico of vectors in Zd is a subgroup of Rd. 
The results discussed so far imply the following. 
Proposition 4. For p e Z, denote by Zp := Z/pZ the group of congruence classes modulo p. 
The map: 
( J ( [ c ] x ^ ) - > Z i : ( / i , ^ ^ + r 
[c]SZ|Píü|2 
/i well-definedandbijective. Moreover, the map h:o^^ ^\pü}\2 deftnedby h(r) := [n] í/r e m^ 
is a well-defined group homomorphism whose kernel is co^ c Zd. Therefore, the quotient group 
CÚ1-/CÚQ is isomorphic to 1>\pji and consists ofthe cosets coj¡; = r + (ÚQ where r is any element 
ofco^. 
The geodesic ym, passing fhrough 0 and pointing in the direction ¿y, has length 2jr\pm\. There-
fore, it can be identifled to T0J := R/(2jr\pm\Z) in such a way that arc-length measure on ym 
corresponds to a (suitably normalized) Haar measure on Tm. The functions: 
e \PU\ 
for an orthonormal basis of L2(ym). For n , m e Z , we shall denote by 4>„ ® 4>n m e operator on 
L2(Ya>) given by: 
m Yn
^
k> | o otherwise. 
We shall denote by C{L2{ym)), K,{L2{ym)) and Cl{L2{ym)), the space of linear bounded, com-
pact and trace-class operators on L2{ym), respectively. 
We write: 
J:= \J{co}xIa; 
meW 
consider on each {&>} x lm the topology induced by Rd and endow J with the disjoint unión 
topology. To every (&>, f) e J we associate the vector spaces C(L2(ym)) and ¡C(L2(ym)); this 
defines vector bundles over J: 
JTC: | J C(L2{ym)) -* J, itK: (J K(L2{ym)) -* J. 
Let us denote respectively by X(J) and XQ{J) the spaces of continuous, compactly supported, 
sections of the bundles nc and njc- That is, k e X{J) whenever k{co, f) e £(L2(yít))) for 
every (¿y, f) e J and £(&>,•) is continuous, compactly supported, and non-zero for at most a 
flnite number of co. Similar considerations hold for the elements of XQ{J). The dual of X{J) 
(resp. Xo(J)) will be denoted by X\J) (resp. X¿(J)). Given ¡¿ e X\J) (resp. ^ ( J ) ) , 
\x{to, •) can be identifled to a measure on 4, taking valúes on £(L2(yít))) (resp. Cl{L2{ym))). 
Finally, X¿+(J) will stand for the cone of positive elements of X¿(J); henee, \x e X¿(J) if 
fj b(i¡)i¿(cú, d%) e Cl{L2{Ya>)) is positive and Hermitian whenever b e Cc{Im) is positive. Ap-
pendix A provides background material, additional details and references on operator-valued 
measures. 
The resonant Wigner distribution of u e L2(Td), is deflned as: 
K{v,t;):-- E E 
[c]eZ,
 |2 m,n€[c] 
u\ ^vm+r)u\-^—vm + r)&hr^)'Pm®(t)n-
Pa>\ } \\PoA 
(12) 
Clearly, 7&u e X'(J). 
2.2. Boundedness and convergence 
Our next result shows, in particular, that 1&U e X¿+(J). 
Proposition 5. Let u e L2(Td). Thenfor every co e W and b e Cc{Im), 
\ b(^)TZ^(co, di;) is a Hermitian, trace-class operator ofL2(yü)), 
which is positive ifb is non-negative. In addition, we have the following bound: 
íb^)TZhu(co,d^) ^\\u\\2L2 d sup\b(r)\. 
J reí,,, 
(13) 
In particular, 1&U e X¿+(J). 
Proof. Define 
- E u\ TVm + r 
Pco\ 
because of Proposition 4, onehas ||w||22 d = Tlmez \\u\\m,a>- T a k e ^ e Cc(Im) and set 
then Kb = J2m=n (mod \Pí0p) kb(™> « X ® < w i t h : 
kb(m,n) = > b(hrjuí- m \^( n 
-vm + r )u\ -vm+r |. 
Pa>\ ) \\Pa>\ 
The operator Kb is bounded, since: 
Y, \kb(m,n)\2í:\\b\\2LCO(Iío) Y, i 
m=n (mod |/>(BI2) m=n (mod |/>(BI2) 
, | 2 i! i. 2 
u\\m,co Wu lln.tw 
V
« € Z 7 
L 2 ( T d ) -
Moreover, Kb is Hermitian as soon as b is real valued, since kb(m, n) = kb(n, m); therefore, Kb 
is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on L2(y í t )). 
Now, given v e L2(yw) write v = Y,meZ vm4>m- T ^ 1 1 
{Kbv\v)L2(Ya)= J2 J2b(hr> J2vMjriv^+r) 
r„i = w . ..,,.1 „ = r.i M / ' í f l / [ C ] S ZIP Í ÜI2 re<w; 
This quantity is positive whenever b > 0 and fc # 0. Therefore, for such b the operator Kb is 
Hilbert-Schmidt (and henee compact), Hermitian and positive. Thus, it will be trace-class as 
soon as its trace is flnite. This is clearly the case, since 
Z^ , \\P>»\ n&1 rem¿-
< supfc(r)| | íí | |L2(Td) . 
reía, 
For a general b non-necessarily positive, the result follows by expressing b = b+ — b- and 
applying the above estímate to each term separately. D 
If (uh) is a bounded family in Lz(Td), estímate (13) then shows that 7£„ (&>, •) is a uniformly 
bounded family in X¿+(J). 
Proposition 6.Leí (w/¡) be a boundedsequence in L2(Td). Then, there exist a subsequence (uhi) 
and a flnite measure JX-R, e A 1 ^ (J), such that, for every &> e W and b e XQ (J): 
lim tr / b(co, í¡)KhUhi{v, d¡¡) = tr / b(co, f )lXTz{cú,d^). (14) 
Moreover, the total mass of'I¿-R,(CO, •) satisftes: 
tí / PnicO'di;) < l iminf \\uh'\\L2(jdy 
and, due to the structure ofT&Uh, 
( / fc(£)^(a>,d£X# L2(Yv) 
: O, ifm # n (mod \pa 
Proof. Estímate (13) implies that each TZ^ (co, •) is uniformly bounded in the space7 M+(I0J; 
Cl(L2(Ya,))) ofpositive measures on lm with valúes in £1(L2(yft))) by a constante > Oindepen-
dent o f a e W . Since M+(I0J; Cl(L2(Ya>))) may be identified to the cone ofpositive elements 
of the dual of Cc(Im; /C(L2(yft)))), statement (14) follows from the Banach-Alaoglu theorem and 
a standard diagonal argument. Finally, the bound on the total mass of p,-R.{a>, •) is a consequence 
of estímate (13), D 
In what follows, we shall refer to a measure /¿-¡i <= X¿
 +(J) obtained as a limit (14) as a 
resonant Wigner measure of the sequence (uh). 
As we mentioned in the introduction, resonant Wigner measures are closely related to the 
two-microlocal semiclassical measures introduced in [7-9,18,19]. However, our deflnition of the 
resonant Wigner distribution gives rise to a global object (see the discussion in [7, p. 518]); 
moreover, resonant Wigner measures describe the energy concentration (at scales of order one) 
of the sequence (w/¡) on the non-smoofh set Td x Í2 in phase space. 
2.3. Additional properties 
Our next result is a manifestation of the two-microlocal character of resonant Wigner mea-
sures. It characterizes the sequences (w/¡) for which ¡X-JZ is identically zero. 
Proposition 7. Let (w¿) be h-oscillatory and suppose that (14) holds for the sequence (w¿)-
Given any co e W, one has p,-R.{a>, •) = 0 ifand only if: 
lim 7 w/¡(£) = 0 , for every N > 0. 
h-*0+ —' 
\k-p01\<N 
(15) 
Proof. Let N e N and denote by JTN the projection in L2(yít)) onto the subspace spanned by 
|;KJV- Then n^ is compact and 
trM*2>,£))= E E (^^ V< 
l«KJV r€£W¿-
5ftr(f). 
Therefore, for every <p e Cc(lm), 
lim V y^ cp(hr) íthl--
l«KJV r€ít)J-
rVft>-r-r = trí TTW / <p{%)vn{(»,d%) . (16) 
We refer the reader to Appendix A for precise definitions of spaces of operator-valued measures. 
Since (uh) is /z-oscillatory, we can suppose without loss of generality that there exists R > 0 
such that íih(k) = 0 if \hk\ > R. Now suppose I¿-R,(CO, •) = 0; by taking <p(i;) = 1 for |f| < /? 
in (16) we conclude (15). Now suppose that (15) holds. Then tr(jtN f¡ <p(^)TZ^ (co, d%)) = 0 
for every <p e Cc(Im) and every N > 0. By letting N tend to inflnity we conclude that 
tr/7 <P(Í;)I¿TI(CÚ, d%) = 0, which implies, since ^ is arbitrary, /X-R.(&>, •) = 0. D 
Since the energy of sequence (w/¡) may concéntrate on lm at scales larger than one, typically 
the restriction to Im of the semiclassical measure of (uh) is larger than tt/¿-¡i(új, f). This is the 
content of our next result. 
Proposition 8. Leí (w¿) have a semiclassical measure /¿o and satisfy (14). Then, for every non-
negative <p e Cc(Rd) and every « e W , 
tt í <p(M)Iónico, di;) < í <pG)w>(.dx,d%). (17) 
¡a, T*Td 
Proof. Consider the projector JTN deflned in the proof of Proposition 7. For every <p e C^(Rd) 
and every N > 0 one has: 
Ü(TTN ícpi^TZ^ico^^- J2 V(hk)\uh(k) 
\p«,-kKN 
^hN\\V¡:(p\\Lco{joi)\\uh\\L2{Tdy 
Therefore, if in addition <p is non-negative, 
ü(nN I<p(M)1%h(fi>,dl;)\ < £ > ( M ) | ^ ( ¿ ) | 2 + 0(A); 
V
 i ' k&id 
taking limits as h -> 0 + we get, for every N > 0: 
Ü(JTN / (p(^)fiTi(co, d%)\ < / <p(%)/j.o(dx,d%). 
Ia> T*Td 
Letting N ^ oo and using the density of C,} (Krf) in Cc (Rd) we conclude the proof of the propo-
sition. D 
3. Resonant Wigner measures and the Schrodinger flow 
Before stating our main result, we need some more notation. Given co e W, denote by Lm 
the length of ym, equal to 2;r|/?J. There is a well-deflned extensión operator £m from the space 
of L^/l/^pZ-periodic functions in Ll{ym) to the space Ll(Jd). If / e Ll{ym) is Lm/\pm\2rL-
periodic then put 
£a>f(x) := (2JT)" 7[f(
x
-
v
a>')> x eT 
With that normalization, it is not difflcult to check that \\£a>f\\Ll(Td) = I I / I I L 1 ^ ) - Moreover, 
Scof is invariant by translations along vectors orthogonal to co. 
The following is a reformulation of Proposition 15 from Appendix A in our setting. Let IX-R, e 
Xo,+(J)', for fa> e L°°(Ya>) denote by mfm the operator in L2(y(0) deflned by multiplication 
by fa,. The measures pm e M(y0J x lm), &> e W, deflned by: 
/ 
faisfy&paids, d%) :=ü mfm j <P(%)f¿n(a>,d%) 
roíalo} 
for fm eC(ym) and <p e Cc{Im) are positive and pm{-, f) is absolutely continuous with respect to 
arc-length measure ds in ym. Clearly, f p0J(ds, •) = tr/X-R.(&>, •)• 
We shall say that pm is the írace density of I¿-R,(CO, •)• Let 3¿ denote the Laplacian in y^ (with 
respect to the arc-length metric, that is, when ym is identifled to R/(2jr\pm\Z)). 
The next result complements Theorem 2. 
Theorem 9. Let (w¿) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2. Then the measures p'm e M(Td x Im), 
i s e W . í e R , appearing in formula (10) are uniquely determined by the initial data (w¿) as 
follows. Let pS^ e X^+(J) be a resonant Wigner measure corresponding to (uh). Let p,^ e 
XQ+(J), ( e l , solve the density matrix Schrodinger equation: 
idtp}n(co,%)-- r&/4>,£) 
^ | í = 0 ( Í W ' t ) = ^7l(ÍW't)-
(18) 
Let pij be the trace density ofp,'7Z(oj, •). Then 
^( . , f ) = 5a)(/5^(.,f)-tr/4j(a),f)). 
In particular, each p^(-, f) is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure in Td, has 
zero total mass and is invariant under the geodesic flow. 
Before giving the proof of Theorems 2 and 9, we shall flrst need some preparatory lemmas. 
Let a e C™(T*Td) and write it as a(x, %) = T,k&7A ak{H)fk{x). Given <p e <S(R) define for 
every co e W the operator-valued function: 
ka,<p(a>,!;) •= 1 {2n)dl2 E E • 
c]sZ,
 |2 n,m€[c] 
2 2 
n — m 
2\P, 
af^vJt)<PZ®'P%- (19) 
Lemma 10. For every {co, f) e J, the operator ka^{co, f) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on 
L2{ym). Moreover, 
E l w ^ l l ^ ^ - ^ E ni) |«(-, f) -«0(1)^0 \L2(jdy (20) 
In particular, ka,¡p e XQ{J). 
Proof. A direct computation of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm gives: 
IW^)|£2 ( L2 ( K Ü ) ) = -T—j E \a'p^\2J2nl( 
Z€Z\{0} 
'l\p* 
1 v—* I |2 V^  ^ín\ 
<^7 E k.e>l E^2J 
v
 ' Z€Z\{0) «€Z x 7 
since, for every flxed l ^ 0 the map that associates n e Z to l(l\p0J\2 + 2n) e Z is injective. 
Therefore, summing in co gives the estimate (20). D 
Lemma 11. Let (w¿) be a bounded sequence in L2(Td) such that (7) holds. Then, given a e 
Cf(j*Td) such that fJda(x, •)dx = 0 and<p e <S(R), we have: 
f <p«)[whUh (t, •), a)dt-J2ü(í k°,<p(°>' ^nuh (*>> d$ ^  ^ í2 ,69"> 
for some constant Ca>íp > 0. 
Proof. Let <p e <S(R) and take a e C™(T*Td) such that a0 = 0; from formula (3) we deduce: 
]<p(t)[w*h(t,-),a)dt: 2_ <P[ 7, ¡aj-k[h—— )uh(k)uh(j). (2n)dl2 
k,jsZd 
This expression can be written as: 
N N
 V\ o )aj-k[h^— )uh(k)uh(j), (2jr)d/2 ¿~> ¿~> 
«sW k,jeZd 
k — j€ü) 
(21) 
since, recall ao = 0, and, by deflnition, the lines co e W do not contain the origin. Now, for co e W 
flxed, the sum in k - j e co in (21) may be rewritten in terms of the parametrization introduced 
in Proposition 4 to give: 
E ? 
(m,n,r)eCm¡[c] 
2 2 
m — n l m+n \^í
 m
 \^í n 
,2 | f lM„ ^ -vw+hr\uh[- -vw + r \uh -va 
2\Pa>\2 ) lí>a>l V < ü \ 2 1 ^ 1 / \\Pa>\ ) \\PoÁ 
y , 
(22) 
where, for co e W and [c] e Z| p we have set: 
Cft),[c] := {(»*, «, ?•): m,n e [c], m^n, r e &>c }. 
Notice that the reason for (22) to hold is that the condition k — j eco results in the fact that k, j 
can be written as k = T¿-\Vm + r and j = j&ivm + r for a unique (m, n, r) e U[C]€Z 2 ^ M -
Comparing (22) with the expression (12) deflning the resonant Wigner distribution of w/¡ we flnd 
that: 
f cp(t)[whUh (í, •), a)dt=J2 t r ( i ka^co, mhUh (<*>, d% 
where: 
ra,<p((0,%)'-= 
1 
( 2 j T ) r f / 2 E 
m,n£[c] 
2 2 
n — m 
2\Pa 
l(m,n,cú,$)<p%®<p%, 
with 
/ Til -\- 11 
Let us estímate the remainder term. First note that: 
i i h 
sup \l(m,n,cú,i;)\ < 
Sel*, \Pa> 
SUp VfcúU-m„ ( £ ) . 
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 10, we use (23) to estímate: 
II I I 2 h v^ n-~~-(n\ v^ : 
\Mco,S)¡c22 ^—72^2^(2) E " 
sup^/JV^^Jf)!2 
l2\Pa 
(23) 
Since a e C?°(T*Td) and a0 = O, 
/ \ 1/2 
E ( E r2l/'«l~2 s u P | v í a ^ ^ ) | 2 ) isflnite. 
íweW s í e Z \ { 0 } 
Therefore: 
J2ü( í r"^eo'^nuH^d^ ^ ^a,(p\\Uh 11^2/^) ' 
and the result follows. D 
Proof of Theorems 2 and 9. Suppose that (IZ^
 ;) converges along some subsequence {uhi) to 
the resonant Wigner measure iJ°n (this is the case, by Proposition 6). Let a e C^°(T*Td) and 
cp e <S(R); in view of estímate (20) we have that: 
,(co,dS;) lim J2 ü( ¡ka^o^^n^io,,^)) =J2Ü( f 
h
'^° ,.,=w \y / ,.,=w \y 
ka,<p{o,^)tin{a>,d^) . 
ct>€vv T 
Applying Lemma 11 we obtain: 
/ / (p(t)a(x, ^)/j,(t, dx, d^) 
K. T*fd 
(24) 
XI tr / ^ ( ,o / ,(&>, ^)fin(co,d^) + I a(^)fio(dx,d^), 
where ¿z(f) := {2n)~d ¡T¿ a(x, i¡)dx. Therefore, it only remains to identify the term involving 
the resonant Wigner measure /x^. 
Simple inspection gives: 
tr / fcfl,, ,o (co,%)iJ.n(cú,d%): : / <p(t)ti / /»a( oj,^)eitd^2^(oj,d^)e- -itdl/2 (25) 
where 92 denotes the Laplacian on L2(ym) and 
Pa(o),^):= rW/2 E E n /  ^ ^ a^n {mi®4>t-\2,TZ)alí *•—' *•—' \v<¡>\ "' [c]€Z|Píü | n,me[c] (26) 
Note that 
^ ( « , f ) : = e ! í ^ 2 ^ ( « , f ) e - ! ^ / 2 
solves (18). For m = n (mod \p0J\2), define the measures /x (^&>, f ){m, n): 
so 
/ <p(%)fi'n(co,d%)(m,n) := ( / <p(%)i¿n(co, df)$?|0. ft,Uft,> ,
 ? e Q ( U (27) 
¿ 2 ( ^ ) 
l¿n(co,%)= ^ i¿n(co,%)(m,n)<l>. 
m=n (mod |/>,B|2) 
m ® < -
Given £ e Zrf, let &> e W be the unique resonant direction such that k e co. In view of (24)-(26), 
we have that, for a.e. t e R the fcth Fourier coefficient of /x(í, •) is given by: 
/ fk(x)fi(t,dx,%)= ^2 / Í R ( ® ^ ) ( » , «)• 
T d m-n=k-pm 
The trace density of [¿'-¡¿(co, f) is precisely the measure 
^
 U
 * k&coC\1d m-n=k-pm 
As, for fc e ¿y n Zrf one has that ^  is L^/l/^p-periodic and 
C J.ÍO / l í ^ l / 
we find that 
( 2 ; r ) d / 2 5Z J2 Mw(a>'t)('n.«)Vrit = ^ ( / 5 L ( - . f ) - t r ^ ( a > , f ) ) = /t>L(-.f). 
í:€ít)nZd m-n=k-pm 
and identity (10) follows. D 
The proof of Corollary 3 is an easy consequence of formula (10) and the properties of resonant 
Wigner distributions. 
Proof of Corollary 3. The weak form of Egorov's theorem proved in [17], Theorem 2(ii), gives 
in this case: 
í bü)fi(.t,dx,dt)= í bG)fio(.dx,dt), (28) 
T*f2 T*f2 
for every b eCc (K2) and a.e. í e l (this can also be directly deduced from Eq. (6)). Identity (28), 
together with our hypothesis /x0({f = 0}) = 0 implies /x(í, {f = 0}) = 0 for a.e. í s l . Notice 
that since d = 2 the lines Im only intersect at the origin. As a consequence of this, we deduce that 
Kt, -)=J2 ^ ( í ' '^TPx/,,, + M(í, -)1T2X(K2\Í2)- (29) 
ft)€W 
Let vo := (2TT)~2 / T 2 /¿o(dy, •), then we obtain from formula (10) the following expressions: 
M(í, OllPx/,, = P» + ^ol /^, ^ ( í , OllPxCE2^) = v0lRd\í7-
Recall that all the measures involved in the right-hand side of Eq. (29) are mutually disjoint. 
In particular, the fact that p.{t, •) > 0 for a.e. ( e l implies that plm + vol im > 0 as well. Theorem 2 
shows that the projection on T2 of every plm + vol/^ is absolutely continuous with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure. Therefore, the monotone convergence theorem ensures that fR2 f¿(t, • ,di¡) is 
also absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure for a.e. í e f . The result then 
follows applying identity (8). D 
4. Additional properties and examples 
The following is a direct consequence of Proposition 7 and Theorem 9. 
Proposition 12. Let (uh) be an h-oscillating sequence such that (7) holds. Ifin addition, one has 
lim 7 w/¡(£) = 0 , for every N > 0, 
\k-pm\<N 
for some co e W then the corresponding term p'm in (10) vanishes identically. 
As an example, we shall apply Proposition 12 to analyse the propagation of wave-packet 
type solutions to the Schródinger equation in this context. Given (x0, fo) <= T*Td and p e 
Cf((-7r , 7t)d) define ch(xoM e L2(Td) to be the 27rZrf-periodization of the function: 
hdl^\ ^h ) 
The Poisson summation formula ensures that the Fourier coefficients of c?„
 t , are: 
c l í ¡ # ) = (27T)d¡2hd¡4p(Vh(k - ^/h))e-^-^h>^. 
It is not difficult to prove that 
"A (0, - ) ^ \\p\\2L2md)8x0®8¡:0, a s / z ^ 0 + . 
(*o.?o) 
Proposition 13. Let \x be the semiclassical measure given by the limit (7) corresponding to the 
initialdata ch, ¿ y Then, for almost every í e K , 
fl(t,X,%)= Wpf^^d^xS^). 
Proof. Let co e W; if fo i 4> then p'm = 0; therefore we may suppose that ¿¡o e I0J. The con-
clusión will follow as soon as we show that ptm = 0 also holds in this case. Take a function 
X e C£°((—2,2)), identically equal to one in [—1, 1] and taking valúes between 0 and 1. Let 
N > 0 and write XN(H) •= x(Pa> • £ /#)• Then 
J2 I<£&)(*>I2^(2^dhd/2 J2\xN(k)p(Vhk-^0/Vh)\2. 
\k-pa,\<N keZd 
Applying the Poisson summation formula, we flnd that the right-hand side of the above inequality 
equals | |DA||^2,TÍÍ,, where Vh stands forthe27rZrf-periodizationof XN(Dx)uh. Sincethis function 
is in S(Rd), we have, for every s > d an estímate: 
IKIl£2(Td) < Cs / \xN(Dx)uh(x)\ (1 + \x\2)s dx. 
Rd 
Applying Plancherel's identity, we get, after changing variables and taking into account that 
Ho- Pa> = 0, 
f\xN(Dx)uh(x)\\l + \x\Y2dx = j\(l-hAí:y^wh^)\2^I, 
Rd Rd 
where wh{^) := XN(HI^)7>(H)• The functions (1 - hA^)s^4wh are uniformly bounded in 
S(Rd), and supported on the strips Sh := {f: |f • pm\ < 2\/hN}. Taking, for instance, s/4 e N, 
we flnd that, for every e > 0 there exists Re > 0 such that: 
/ |d - A A ^ / V ^ ) !
2
- ^ < c\shn fi(0; * e ) | + e-
This expression tends to e as h -> 0+ . Therefore, as e is arbitrary, Proposition 12 ensures that 
p^ = 0, and the conclusión follows. D 
If instead we consider the purely oscillating proflles w/¡(x) deflned as the periodizations of: 
with fo e Í2 a simple resonance (/.e. such that A.fo e Zrf for some A e l \ {0}) we flnd that some 
of the terms p'm are non-zero. More precisely, write pper to denote the periodization of p and set, 
for / eLl(Td): 
{f}t¡o(x)'-=-j- / f(x + s%0)ds, 
o 
where L denotes the length of the periodic geodesic issued from (x, f0)- We have the following. 
Proposition 14. Let fo e Í2 \ {0} fee a simple resonance. The semiclassical measure ¡i. given 
by (7) corresponding to the initial data uhn, wherefor simplicity we have taken ¿¡o/h„ e Zd, is 
given by: 
fJ,(t,x^) = {\e"^2pva\\(.x)dxS^). 
Proof. It is easy to check that the Wigner measure corresponding to the sequence of initial data 
(uhn) isprecisely: 
W>(x,i;)=\Ppet(x)\ dx8%0(i;). 
Therefore, in view of (17), the resonant Wigner measure of (uhn) satisfles I¿-R,(CO, •) = 0, when-
ever fo i 4>. Let us compute the measures IJL-R.(CÚ, •) when i¡oe Ia>. Start noticing that the Poisson 
summation formula gives: 
Uh=^2, ^k ~ &/hn)fk\ 
keZd 
henee, fox b eC°°{Iwy. 
fb(mhu;n(co,d¡;) 
= E E H^+r-v)K\^\Vm+r-Jr)Hhr)4)Z®<t)"-
[C]€Z | p í a | 2 m,ne[c] XlPü)l n / XlPü)l n / 
Since ¿¡o/h„ e I0J n Zd, each of the summands in m and n can be rewritten as: 
J2 W)W)b(hk^ + £o)< ® < , 
kj^l* ,£—j=kpc0 
k-p¡0=m,j-p¡0=n 
for some A e Z and where &1- denotes the projection of fc onto 4,. As /z„ -> 0 this converges to: 
E ?{k)fU)b{Ho)K®W-
k,j£lí,k—j=kpco 
k-pa)=m,j-p¡0=n 
Therefore, 
Mw(a>,f) = E E P Í*)PÜ)<® <%>(£)• 
^•sZ kJeZd,k-j=kpa> 
k-pa)=m,j-p¡0=n 
The conclusión then follows using the formula deflning p^. D 
Appendix A. Operator-valued measures 
Let H be a separable Hilbert space, we denote by C(H), K,(H), and Cl{H) the spaces of 
bounded, compact and trace-class operators on H, respectively. If A e Cl{H), tr A denotes the 
trace of A; H-AH^i^ := tr|A| defines a norm on Cl{H). With this norm, Cl{H) is the dual 
of K,(H), the duality being ti(AB). 
When is X a locally compact, er-compact, Hausdorff metric space, the space M(X; Cl{H)) 
of trace-operator-valued Radon measures on X consists of linear operators \x : CC{X) -> Cl{H) 
bounded in the following sense: given K c X compact fhere exists CK > 0 such that for every 
<peCc(K), 
W^'^W ruH) ^CK sup\cp(x)\. 
Note that M(X; Cl{H)) is the dual of CC(X; K,(H)), the space of compactly supported functions 
from X into K,(H). 
An element \x e M(X; Cl{H)) is positive if for every non-negative <p e CC(X) the op-
erator (/x, cp) is Hermitian and positive. The set of such positive elements is denoted by 
M+(X; Cl{H)). Given a positive measure \x on defines the scalar valued positive measure tr/x 
as 
(tr/x, <p) :=tr(/x, <p), for <p e Cc(Rrf). 
We refer the reader to [11] for a clear presentation of operator-valued measures, as well as a 
proof of a Radon-Nykodim theorem in this context. 
When H = L2(T, v), where T is locally compact, a-compact, Hausdorff metric space 
equipped with a Radon measure v, then the operators (/x, b) may be represented by their integral 
kernels kb e L2(T x T). Thus, \x can be viewed as an L2(T x T)-valued measure. 
Given / eCc(T x X), we denote bym/(x) the operator acting on L2(T, v) by multiplication 
by / ( • , x). Clearly, m/ e CC(X; C(L2(T))). The following construction is used in the proof of 
Theorems 2 and 9. 
Proposition 15. Let H = L2(T, v) and /x e M+(X; Cl(H)). The linear operator 
plx : CC(T x l ) ^ l : ^ tr(/x, mg) 
extends to a positive Radon measure on T x X, which is flnite if \x is. Moreover, for every 
<P e CC(X\ 
í(p{x)p^;dx)eLl(J,v). (30) 
x 
In addition 
Pi-i = 0 ifand only if /x = 0. 
Proof. Given compact sets S c T and K c X and functions / e CC{S) and <p e CC{K) we have, 
as Cl{H) is an ideal in C(H): 
\ü(mf{fi,(p))\ < \\mf\\c{H)ü\{fi,(p)\ ^CK\\f\\Lco{T,v) s\xp\<p(x)\ 
xeK 
for some constant CK > 0. Therefore, as CC(T) ® CC(X) is dense in CC(T x X), the functional 
ptl extends to a measure on T x X. The positivity of ptl follows easily from the properties of the 
trace of linear operators. Let <p e CC(X) and write 
co 
(ij,,(p) = ^2Xj(pj®4)j 
; = i 
where Xj are the eigenvalues of (/x, <p), the </>;-, j e N, form an orthonormal basis of / / consisting 
of eigenvectors, and <f>j <g> <f>j is the projection on the linear span of <f>j. Now, 
/ f(t)<p(x)pll(dt,dx) = tí¡mf'^2Xj<pj®<pj\='^2Xj l 
TxX ^ J=1 ' J=° T 
Since (/x, (p) is trace class, J2f=o ^j i s absolutely convergent; therefore, 
f\<t>j\2dv. (31) 
/ 
(p(x)Pi_l(-,dx) = ^2Xj\(pj 
;=o 
2 
is in Ll{T) as we wanted to show. Finally, to see that pfl = 0 implies \x = 0 simply take / and <p 
non-negative in formula (31). As the left-hand side is zero, all X¡ must vanish, that is (/x, <p) = 0. 
Since q> is arbitrary, we must have \x = 0. D 
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